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Vignale.
Est. 1948
Alfredo Vignale, an accomplished car technician, opened his
coachbuilding company in Turin, Italy. His consummate
craftsmanship was recognised by Autocar magazine and, soon
after, Italy’s most prestigious car marques came calling. Today, his
legacy continues with a range of Ford vehicles that exemplify the
luxury of Vignale.

A new expression
of Ford.
Ford Vignale encompasses a series of distinctive qualities,
signature elements and unique characteristics, along with
sophisticated features and state-of-the-art technologies.
Ultra-modern, yet timeless design is enhanced by high quality
materials and superb craftsmanship to create our ultimate
expression of luxury.
Unique to Ford Vignale:
■

Special body colours

■

Unique wheels

■

Exclusive detailing

■

Premium leather interior

■

Personal Relationship Manager available at all Ford Stores

■

Ford Vignale One Call service

A place
of luxury.
The Ford Vignale interior will soon become your favourite place.
Premium leather trim, subtle metal inlays, a premium leatherfinished facia and ambient lighting create a mood of calm
control. Advanced technologies such as SYNC 3 are at your
fingertips to make every journey safer and more enjoyable.
■

Subtle metal inlays

■

Premium leather-finished facia

■

Ambient lighting

■

Advanced technologies

Precisely
arranged
details.
From the unique welcome screen to the soft,
quilted leather and an elegant range of Ford
Vignale accessories, the pleasure of Ford
Vignale is in its devotion to detail.

Top left Exquisitely stitched leather finish. Top right Unique Ford Vignale front grille. Below left Premium
leather-finished facia (excluding Fiesta). Below right LED Adaptive Headlights (excluding Fiesta).

Main image Unique Ford Vignale design quilted leather seat trim. Above right Ford Vignale exterior badging. Below right Premium leather-finished facia
(excluding Fiesta).

An oasis
of calm.
Active Noise Control
In addition to acoustic glass that reduces external noises by
several decibels, Active Noise Control* helps to diminish any
engine sound that manages to make it into the cabin. Three
concealed microphones pick up background noise, which is then
cancelled out with inverted sound waves played back through the
audio system.
■

Cancels out unwanted cabin sounds

■

Enhances driver concentration

■

Makes conversations clearer

■

Improves enjoyment of your favourite music

*Active Noise Control is not available on petrol models or Fiesta Vignale.

Object
of desire.
From eye-catching exteriors to exceptionally refined interiors, the
attention to detail on a Ford Vignale creates a sublime blend of
performance, innovation and style.

Personal
attention.
The Ford Vignale ownership experience begins when you start
specifying your vehicle. Available exclusively from a FordStore,
your Ford Vignale Relationship Manager can assist you in tailoring
a selection of exclusive materials, colours and technologies to
your personal tastes. They’re on call to attend to your every
vehicle need and provide a dedicated service designed around
you.
Further Vignale benefits include:
■

■

The full Ford Vignale experience is available only from a
FordStore, offering a Vignale Lounge with a tranquil
environment
Ford One Call gives you 24/7 access to all the benefits of Ford
Vignale ownership, including vehicle collection and servicing
bookings. FORD One Call 0203 564 4444

FORD EDGE VIGNALE

A statement
of style and
craftsmanship.
Every Ford Vignale has design elements that make it stand out
from the crowd. Unique Vignale wheels, chrome detailing and a
distinctive grille announce the Ford Vignale as something
different. You can also choose a body colour that’s reserved for
Ford Vignale models only.
■

Unique wheels

■

Exclusive detailing

■

Distinctive front grille

Meet the Ford
Vignale family

Edge

Kuga

S-MAX

Mondeo

Fiesta

FORD S-MAX VIGNALE

FORD KUGA VIGNALE

FORD MONDEO VIGNALE

FORD FIESTA VIGNALE

FORD VIGNALE Collection

The award-winning Ford Vignale Collection* offers
beautifully designed products with Italian
elegance. Premium materials and craftsmanship
aligned with everyday practicality lets you enjoy
the Ford Vignale experience wherever you go.
■

Award-winning design

■

Premium leather with detailed finish

For more information about your choice of Ford Vignale, pick up a brochure at your Ford Dealer or visit ford.co.uk

Style with everyday practicality
Visit fordlifestylecollection.com to explore the
collection.

try

build

Visit your Ford Dealer and test drive a Ford Vignale.

Build and price your new Ford Vignale to your exact
specification and see how it looks at www.ford.co.uk/Cars

■

Illustrations, descriptions and specifications. This catalogue was correct at the time of going to print. However, Ford policy is one of continuous product development. The right is reserved to change specifications, colours and prices of the models and
items illustrated and described in this publication at any time. For the latest details always consult your Ford Dealer. Optional equipment. Throughout this publication, wherever a feature is described as being an ‘Option’ or ‘Option Fitment/Pack’ etc, you
should assume that it will be at extra cost to the base vehicle, unless specifically stated to the contrary. All models and colour combinations are subject to availability. Note. Some images portrayed are of a pre-production model and/or are computer
generated, therefore, the design/features on the final version of the vehicle may differ in various respects. In addition, some of the features shown on the vehicles may be optional. Note. This brochure contains both original Ford accessories as well as a
range of products from our suppliers. +The identified accessories are carefully selected third party supplier branded accessories which do not come with a Ford warranty but are instead covered by the third party supplier’s own warranty, the details of which
can be obtained from your Ford Dealer. Note. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Ford Motor Company is under licence. The iPod word mark and logos are the property of Apple Inc. Other
trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. Note. Some driver assistance features and safety features described in this brochure are designed to function using sensors, whose performance may be affected under certain weather or
environmental conditions.

Ford and BP – working together to
reduce fuel consumption and
emissions.

Ford One Call

Ford Motability

In the unlikely event that your Ford Dealer can’t help you or if you need to speak to us
directly, call 0203 564 4444.

Call our Ford motability team on 0345 6040019.

Ford Rental - local service nationwide
Car and van rental from our latest model range, contact your local Ford Dealer for more
information

Finance
Ford Credit Customer Services 0345 712 5490
Ford Lease Customer Services 0344 600 1405
Calls to 0344 and 0345 numbers are charged at the same rate as a standard 01 or 02
geographic number, even when calling from a mobile.
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*Black Ford Vignale Collection may not be available until late 2017 in the U.K.

www.ford.co.uk

